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Summary: 
The implementation and follow-up from a previously completed design and analysis study. For a Small Wind 
Turbine (SWT) build a dedicated inverter, taking the output from the 3 kW generator (inside 
the shaft) and transform it efficiently into DC output, the inverter mounted within the frame or shaft, allowing 
the windmill to behave like Photo Voltaic (PV). 

Problem definition: 
The goal of the project is to design an active rectifier which enables direct connection from a small-scale wind 
turbine (3.5 kW, 10 meter poleheight) to a commercially available solar inverter. The conversion requires 
rectification from the generator and a boost section to step-up the DC link voltage. The current design consists 
of a diode rectifier with two- or three-channel interleaved boost converter (IBC) to match the voltage that is 
used by a solar panel inverter (and therefore lowering losses 𝑃 = 𝐼2𝑅). The follow-up study consists of the 
design and analysis to control the IBC and preferable building and optimizing the power converter.  

Method: 
As mentioned above, the student will design the control system for the IBC. The student will also implement 
the design and test it in the lab. A test setup has to be developed for testing the converter at lab conditions. 
The wind turbine in question will most likely be transported to the University of Twente for further testing of 
the converter in the near future. The wind turbine is from the company Nautilus, which will be the external 
stakeholder for this project.  

Research objectives: 
The research objectives are: 

➢ Simulation of previously designed safety components. 
➢ Design, mathematical analysis and simulation on controlling the IBC. 
➢ Simulation of the full design, including power converter; control system and safety system. 
➢ Building and testing the power converter at lab conditions. 
➢ Optional: testing the power converter connected to the actual wind turbine.  

Courses and supervision: 
Background knowledge in power electronics is recommended for this thesis project. The supervision will be 
given by a member of the power electronics & EMC group. If you are interested contact us. 
 
Contact: 

Roelof Grootjans / r.grootjans@utwente.nl  Prasanth Venugopal / prasanth.venugopal@utwente.nl  
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Background Information 
Nautilus Power was established in 2017 to develop, manufacture and distribute small wind turbines. It 
developed the Nautila 2.5, an ‘urban windmill’ with a unique design and a high efficiency. 
The generator is tailor made and build into the rotor. The frame is made of carbon fibre and the blades are 
made of a composite of glass fibre and carbon fibre. The current prototype was successfully tested, in line with 
theoretical calculations. Below is an output graph, plotting electrical output versus wind speed (yellow line). 
 

 
 
There are several next steps before this prototype can be tested on ‘live’ locations: 

1. Reduce the weight of 210kg substantially by smarter choice of composites 
2. Develop a method for mounting the Nautila2.5 on a mast or a roof. 
3. Develop a more efficient inverter, ideally integrated in the shaft 
4. Develop a control and steering unit that can automatically turn on and off the brake, depending on 

the wind speed and or failure to produce electrical output 
5. Develop an app that can capture the data from the Nautila2.5 wirelessly and analyse and display it 

in a user‐friendly way. 
 
The objective of the management team of Nautilus Power is to start testing 5 units during H2 2021. 

  
   


